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        Welcome to our website!

    
    
We are an established, dynamic company operating on the Czech and foreign market for several years. We are engaged in trading and advisory services, especially in sales of plastic products. We are specialize in logistics packaging, products destined for warehouse management, household and various plastic structural elements.


We offer our products in a variety of construction, design, material and colored variants.


Our suppliers are domestic and foreign manufacturers guaranteeing high quality products and extensive range of offers.


We provide professional services in order to consistently meet the requirements and needs of our clients.


Please, don't miss any of our news! Enter your email and subscribe to our newsletter.
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    Cookies and your Privacy Settings
    
            
        This website uses cookies necessary for its proper functioning, and cookies needed for website traffic analysis, content personalization, advertising, and for the provision of social networking functions. In accordance with our Privacy Policy, we also share certain information about the use of our website with our partners in the field of social media, advertising, and analysis. Read more in our Privacy Policy.
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                    These cookies are necessary for the proper use of the website and its functions, for example to access password-protected areas. Without these cookies, certain functions would not work properly or would be inaccessible.
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                    These cookies collect data on the website traffic and how visitors use the website. The data collected by these cookies are anonymous and are only used to compile statistics about the use of our website.
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                    These cookies help us better target ads according to your interests and preferences. They are mainly used to allow the tracking and measuring of advertising campaign effectiveness, and also to limit the number of ad impressions. At the same time, marketing cookies serve for social network linking.
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